Chromosome 9 is highly structurally polymorphic. It contains the largest autosomal block of heterochromatin, which is heteromorphic in 6-8% of humans, whereas pericentric inversions occur in more than 1% of the population. The finished euchromatic sequence of chromosome 9 comprises 109,044,351 base pairs and represents >99.6% of the region. Analysis of the sequence reveals many intra-and interchromosomal duplications, including segmental duplications adjacent to both the centromere and the large heterochromatic block. We have annotated 1,149 genes, including genes implicated in male-to-female sex reversal, cancer and neurodegenerative disease, and 426 pseudogenes. The chromosome contains the largest interferon gene cluster in the human genome. There is also a region of exceptionally high gene and G 1 C content including genes paralogous to those in the major histocompatibility complex. We have also detected recently duplicated genes that exhibit different rates of sequence divergence, presumably reflecting natural selection.
With the completion of the reference sequence for the human genome, the focus now is on detailed analysis to produce a precise and comprehensive depiction of the genome and to identify biologically important features. We present here the highly accurate finished sequence (.99.99% 1 ) and analysis of chromosome 9, adding to the completed individual chromosome sequences [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In accordance with the goals of the Human Genome Project, our primary aim was to sequence and analyse the euchromatic or genecontaining region of this sub-metacentric chromosome. However, we have also mapped and sequenced substantial portions of the pericentromeric segmentally duplicated regions, which constitute approximately 7% of the chromosome.
Genomic sequence and landscape
A physical map of six contigs spanning the euchromatic part of chromosome 9 (Table 1) was assembled using restriction enzyme fingerprinting and marker content analysis of clones identified by screening up to 90 genomic equivalents of bacterial, P1-derived and yeast artificial chromosome (BAC, PAC and YAC) cosmid and fosmid clone libraries 9 (Supplementary Table S1 ). A total of 925 minimally overlapping clones were selected from the map and sequenced (Supplementary Table S2 ). The latest sequence assembly and the versions analysed here are available at http://www.sanger. ac.uk/HGP/Chr9. The features identified in our analysis are shown in Fig. 1 (rollfold) (for a more detailed view see Supplementary  Fig. S1 ). The sequence of the short arm is contiguous. It contains the 9pter (TTAGGG)n telomeric repeat, obtained using YACs containing the captured telomere (H. Riethman, personal communication), and copies of the pericentromeric duplicated sequences. On the long arm there are four small gaps within an 8-megabase (Mb) subtelomeric region (9q34.1-34.3, 128.6-136.5 Mb). The total extent of these gaps (determined by fluorescent in situ hydridization of flanking clones to DNA fibres) is ,300 kilobases (kb). The absence of clones representing these gaps is probably a consequence of the exceptionally high GþC content in this region (see below). Similar subtelomeric unclonable gaps in (GþC)-rich regions have been seen previously [2] [3] [4] . The most telomeric sequence obtained at 9qter is contiguous with the shortest allelic variant of the subtelomeric repeat. The proximal end of the sequence of the long arm extends into representative blocks of the segmentally duplicated pericentromeric repeats.
A total of 46.15% of chromosome 9 is repeat, similar to previous reports on other chromosomes (for a detailed breakdown of the repeat content see Supplementary Table S3 ). The GþC content along the chromosome is 41.4% but fluctuates widely, with (GþC)-rich regions correlating with a higher density of both exons and short interspersed nucleotide elements (SINEs). An 8-Mb subtelomeric region of the long arm (in 9q34) has a very high GþC content (54.2%). Part of this region (near the telomere, 134.7-135.6 Mb) is exceptional, with a GþC content of 59%. In contrast the sequence from 9.0 to 11.0 Mb has a GþC content of 35.1% and a SINE content of just 6.6%.
The completeness and quality of the final sequence assembly was verified by alignment to fosmid and BAC end sequences (http:// genome.cse.ucsc.edu/) and by comparison with independent genetic and gene map information. We accounted for all of the 603 genes assigned to chromosome 9 in the RefSeq database. All known chromosome 9 markers from three genetic maps [10] [11] [12] were identified in the finished sequence. Comparison of marker order in the sequence with the 193 markers placed on the deCODE genetic map (Fig. 2) identified just one discordant marker placement, D9S1786 relative to D9S1851. On re-examining the deCODE map, these two markers were barely resolved by the genetic data. We conclude that the order of these two markers is as determined in the finished sequence.
Comparison of the genetic map with the finished sequence also enabled us to assess recombination rate along the chromosome (Fig. 2) . On the basis of the deCODE map, the mean sex-averaged recombination rate of chromosome 9 is 1.33 cM Mb 21 . With the benefit of the finished sequence, we were able to identify a previously unrecognized region of high recombination (as previously defined 13 ) between D9S164 and D9S1826 in the subtelomeric region 9q34 (recombination rate 4.5 cM Mb 21 ).
Gene index
Gene structures were manually annotated in the finished sequence on the basis of computational analysis using predictive algorithms and supporting evidence from expressed sequence tags (ESTs), complementary DNAs and proteins. A total of 1,575 structures, including 1,149 genes and 426 pseudogenes, were categorized as described previously 4 and are listed in Alternative splicing of genes generates multiple transcripts, leading to diversity of protein structures. On chromosome 9 the mean number of transcripts annotated per gene is 3.09. In some cases alternative splicing was extensive; for example, we annotated 26 different transcripts in the CIZ1 gene, which encodes a nuclear protein potentially involved in brain tumorigenesis 15 . Eight of these transcripts have open reading frames (ORFs) encoding different protein isoforms, two of which are partial and do not contain the zinc finger domain.
MicroRNA (miRNA) genes encode RNA products of around 22 nucleotides (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/Rfam/mirna/ index.shtml) and have been implicated in gene regulation. We have detected 14 miRNA genes on chromosome 9 including two clusters of three genes in 9q22. All 14 miRNAs are conserved in mouse with respect to gene order and orientation, and the two human clusters have counterparts on mouse chromosome 13. We also identified eight transfer RNA genes using tRNAscan-SE distributed along the chromosome.
Comparative analysis was used as an independent measure of the completeness of gene annotation of the protein-coding genes. We identified 4,190 evolutionarily conserved regions (ECRs; see Supplementary Methods) that are conserved in the sequence of human chromosome 9 and the genomic sequence of five other species (mouse, rat, Fugu, Tetraodon and zebrafish; see Supplementary  Table S5 ). A total of 4,091 of the ECRs overlapped 4,516 exons that had previously been annotated, whereas no evidence was found for the existence of coding transcripts on either DNA strand of the human sequence for 99 of the ECRs. On the basis of this observation we conclude that the annotation of the protein-coding exons is at least 97.9% (¼4,516/(4,516 þ 99)) complete. There was a notable cluster of 22 ECRs in the introns of two flanking genes, MAPKAP1 and PBX3 (123.7-124.3 Mb, see Supplementary Fig. S2a , b), and these ECRs are therefore good candidates to test for possible regulatory function.
Sequence duplication
Gene duplication events give rise to multigene families. In some cases, subsequent evolutionary divergence of duplicated genes gives rise to new or altered protein function 16 . We searched the sequence for gene clusters likely to have arisen by duplication using BLASTP (as previously defined 8 ) and on the basis of known protein domains using InterProScan (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/scan.html) (Supplementary Table S6 ). The BLASTP analysis identified 31 clusters containing 98 genes (Supplementary Fig. S1 and Table  S7 ). There are 16 interferon type 1 genes in the human genome, all of which are on chromosome 9. Fifteen are clustered in a single 364-kb region (21.0-21.4 Mb) within a genomic duplication ( Fig. 3a ; see also Supplementary Fig. S1 ). This gene cluster is also present in the orthologous mouse sequence, indicating that some expansion of the type 1 interferons occurred before divergence of human and mouse from a common mammalian ancestor. The top-ranking (1) sequence scale (Mb); (2) coverage of chromosome 9 sequence (black) and gaps (grey); (3) synteny to mouse (top track) and rat (bottom track) chromosomes, with chromosomes colour-coded and coordinate range (Mb) indicated (Un/random indicate that there is no current chromosome location for the homologous mouse or rat sequences); (4) position of predicted CpG islands (brown); (5) location of ECRs showing sequence homology to Fugu (blue), zebrafish (dark blue) and Tetraodon (dark pink); (6) placement of 'known' (dark blue) and 'novel coding sequence' (black) annotated gene structures (official gene symbols used when available). Owing to space restrictions this figure represents an abbreviated set of features and we therefore recommend downloading Supplementary  Fig. S1 to follow the text accurately. InterProScan hits (listed in Supplementary Table S6) show good agreement with the clustering by BLASTP. Some gene duplications are observed in human but not mouse, indicating that they occurred since the divergence of these two species. On the basis of this criterion we identified 18 sets of recently duplicated genes on chromosome 9 (both intra-and interchromosomal duplications; see Methods and Supplementary Table S8 ). These included two relaxin genes, five forkhead genes, two distinct sets of olfactory receptor genes, a pair of orosomucoid (ORM) genes, and the 13 interferon A genes within the type 1 cluster. Note that in the case of the interferon genes, there is evidence of expansion of these genes since the human-mouse divergence as well as duplication earlier in mammalian evolution (described above). The accumulation of synonymous changes between duplicated genes gives an indication of the time that has elapsed since the duplication event, on the assumption that there is no selection acting on such changes. The rate of synonymous base substitutions between duplicated sequences is given by the parameter K s (ref. 17) . For example, comparison of the olfactory receptor genes OR13C3 and OR13C4 gives a high K s value (0.372), suggesting that this duplication is less recent than the duplication that gave rise to the forkhead genes FOXD4L2 and FOXD4L4, which have a much lower K s value (0.0134) (Supplementary Table S8) .
Evolutionary divergence of genes after duplication may arise as a result of natural selection acting on new mutations at either locus. The accumulation of non-synonymous changes (given by the parameter K a (ref. 17)) relative to the rate of synonymous change (K s ) gives an indication of selection expressed as the ratio K a /K s . Comparison of the two relaxin genes (RLN1 and RLN2) gives a K s of 0.119 and a K a of 0.0999, and thus one of the highest K a /K s ratios of 0.84 among the recent duplications. By contrast the olfactory receptors OR13C3 and OR13C4, despite being the result of a much less recent duplication, appear to be more conserved (K s ¼ 0.372, K a ¼ 0.0843, K a /K s ¼ 0.23) compared with the relaxin genes. Note, however, that these results are based on small numbers of nucleotide substitutions (Supplementary Table S8 ).
Phylogenetic reconstruction using the relaxin genes along with additional sequences from chimpanzee (Z27225, Z27245), rhesus macaque 18 , lemur (AF317625) and pig (J02792) demonstrated that the relaxin duplication occurred after the divergence of lemurs from other primates but at least before divergence of higher primates from Old World monkeys. A likelihood ratio test indicated that positive selection has acted on the relaxin sequences since duplication (P , 0.001) (see Methods and ref. 19 ). There is evidence for RLN2 being selectively expressed in the ovary during pregnancy where it acts to facilitate parturition 20 . There is no evidence that RLN1 is expressed in the ovaries but it may be expressed in other tissues 21 . Hence, any evolved differences in function of the duplicated relaxin genes may represent an example of tissue-specific subfunctionalization. The differing levels of sequence similarity seen across the genes (Fig. 4 ) may reflect these alternative functions. Further analysis of these genes may uncover functional explanations for this positive selection.
Extensive genomic segmental duplications were reported previously for the draft sequence 22, 23 , with intra-and interchromosomal repeats estimated to involve from 5.5% to 7.1% and 3.6% to 4.7% of chromosome 9, respectively, the fourth highest level among the autosomes. The centromere of chromosome 9 is flanked by heterochromatic C bands rich in satellite sequences. Heteromorphism of 9qh is common and pericentric inversions occur in 1% of the population 24 . We generated over 7 Mb of finished sequence from the pericentromeric regions, which currently lie in 33 contigs of mean size 262 kb. This sequence has been included in an analysis of intra- (Fig. 3a) and interchromosomal (Fig. 3b) duplications based on the method of ref. 23 .
The pericentromeric contigs contain no unique DNA, with all sequences sharing high (.95%) sequence identity to sequences within chromosome 9 or elsewhere. Many pericentromeric sequences are duplicated in the region and we identified large blocks of duplications within and between the two pericentromeric regions at 9p11-12 and 9q11-12/13 with an average sequence identity of .97% (Fig. 3a) . There are also matches to pericentromeric and non-pericentromeric regions of other chromosomes; for example, duplication of a set of genes from the ancestral chromosome fusion site at 2q13 (ref. 25) including an active FOXD4 gene at 9p24 and copies in the pericentromeric sequences (Fig. 3a, b) . These characteristics are consistent with formation of intrachromosomal and interchromosomal duplications 26, 27 . Despite the duplicated nature of the chromosome 9 pericentromeric sequence, 138 gene features were annotated within it (summarized in Supplementary Table S9 ). There are only two known This analysis revealed much recent segmental duplication; however, it has also been proposed that 9q may have been involved in a more ancient event, leading to 9q34 containing genes paralogous to the major histocompatibility complex on chromosome 6. 'Block duplication' has recently been proposed as an alternative to 'chromosome/genome duplication' or 'selection-based clustering' for the underlying duplication mechanism(s) 30 . We have placed 20 . Supplementary Fig. S3 shows interchromosomal duplication matches at .1 kb.
novel or previously unlocalized putative major histocompatibility complex gene paralogues within a block of 24 Mb on 9q34 (112.9-136.5 Mb), bringing the total to 31 putative paralogues between this and the corresponding region of chromosome 6 (Supplementary Table S10 ). Considering an estimated duplication time of around 500 million years ago, it is not surprising that the overall gene order is poorly conserved. Nevertheless, the clustering of these paralogues is highly nonrandom (P , 0.0001).
Sequence variation
Inherited sequence variations have an important role in determining variable disease and drug response, and provide the basis for studies of disease association and population genetics 31 . The most abundant form of sequence variation is single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). We have mapped 117,405 SNPs on the sequence (1,073 SNPs Mb
21
). A total of 51,122 SNPs (43.5%) were generated during the sequencing by comparing sequence in clone overlaps, whereas the remaining 91,217 were extracted from dbSNP (http:// www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP). The density of mapped random SNPs is clearly higher within the duplicated sequences ( Supplementary  Fig. S1 ) at 9p24, those close to the AQP7 locus (33.5-33.6 Mb) at 9p13, and those flanking the pericentromeric sequences on 9p (38.8-39.4 Mb) and 9q (66.5-66.7 Mb). The elevated SNP density in these regions probably reflects a high rate of misplaced SNPs or paralogous sequence variants 23 . After adjusting for bias by removing SNPs generated by directed sequencing, we established MCART1 (mitochondrial carrier triple repeat 1) as the most polymorphic gene on chromosome 9 with 16 coding SNPs kb 21 . We have also mapped 617,071 sites of sequence divergence between chimpanzee and human from a set of 14 million chimpanzee sequences, released by the Broad Institute and Washington University Genome Sequencing Centre. These sequence differences are evenly distributed except in three regions: two close to 9pter and another one in the 9q pericentromeric region at 66.6 Mb (Supplementary Fig. S1 ). Two of these regions also have a higher human SNP density and are probably caused by mismapping due to duplicated sequences. A total of 0.6% of the unmatched variations (where there is no corresponding human SNP) are in coding regions (Supplementary Table S11 ). We assessed selection levels for the chromosome 9 genes by calculating K a /K s values compared to chimpanzee. Examples of genes outside duplicated regions that have elevated K a /K s values, and may therefore have undergone marked divergence since their common ancestor, include C9orf37 (K a /K s of 2.37) and IL11RA (K a /K s of 2.12) (Supplementary Table  S12 ).
Medical implications
There are 95 genes on chromosome 9 that are known to be associated with a disease (OMIM and GeneCard). Sixty-eight of these associations have been detected in the sequence (Supplementary Table S13 ). The remaining 27 disease loci are currently defined by linkage analysis (Supplementary Table S14 ). The complete sequence and annotation of the chromosome provides a valuable tool for identifying the genes involved in disease as well as a starting point for genetic analysis of multifactorial diseases. The finished sequence has already enabled the identification of several new genes involved in disease. Chorea-acanthocytosis is an autosomal recessive neurodegenerative disorder with neurological symptoms resembling Huntington's chorea. A novel causative gene (CHAC; also known as VPS13A) involved in protein sorting was identified from the genomic sequence 32 . CHAC is also notable for having 72 exons, the highest number for a chromosome 9 gene. Sequences generated from the autosomal recessive Hereditary Inclusion Body Myopathy (HIBM) critical region were used to identify a 13-exon gene, GNE, which has been established as the gene involved in the disorder 33 . There are three genes on 9p24, DMRT1, -2 and -3, which code for proteins with a DNA-binding motif (DM domain) and are expressed in testis. DM domain genes control sex determination in many species, including Drosophila and Caenorhabditis elegans 34 . High DMRT1 expression is necessary for testicular differentiation 35 , and hemizygous deletion of 9p24 results in haploinsufficiency and human XY sex reversal 36 . There is also evidence for another gene in the region involved in XY sex reversal, NR5A1 (ref. 37) . The presence of two such loci may reflect extensive conserved synteny between parts of chromosome 9 and the chicken sex-determining chromosome Z 38 , because 17 of the 24 known chicken Z genes have chromosome 9 orthologues 39 . Chromosome 9p21 harbours the tumour suppressor gene CDKN2A and is often involved in translocations or deletions in tumour cell lines. Mutation or loss of CDKN2A is linked to familial melanoma and other tumours 40 . Reciprocal translocation between chromosomes 9 and 22 leads to generation of a derivative chromosome, the Philadelphia chromosome, in .90% of chronic myelogenous leukaemia and 5-15% of acute B cell lymphoblastic leukaemias 41 . The translocation results in fusion of ABL1 and the chromosome 22 gene BCR 42 to give a chimaeric oncogene with deregulated tyrosine kinase activity 43 . Inhibition of the BCR-ABL tyrosine kinase is the basis of the anti-cancer activity of imatinib mesylate (Gleevec) 44 . The ability to use genomic information to develop effective new therapies such as this will benefit enormously from finished human chromosome sequences.
A
Methods
Establishing sequence-ready bacterial contigs covering chromosome 9 was a prerequisite for clone-by-clone sequencing, and the methods have been described previously 9 . Briefly, publicly available markers used included 916 ESTs, 763 of which mapped onto the Genemap '98 radiation hybrid map, 229 polymorphic microsatellites from genetic maps, and 226 from RHmaps (Stanford and WI), which were used to screen initially the RPCI-11 BAC library (http://bacpac.chori.org/hmale11.htm). These were later augmented with 633 sequence-tagged sites (STSs) derived from single pass sequences of plasmid subclones made from flow-sorted chromosomes. Owing to the similarity in base composition and size of chromosomes 9-12, a pool of samples containing the four chromosomes was used. Fingerprints for positive clones were extracted from humanmap (http:// genome.wustl.edu/projects/human/index.php?fpc ¼ 1) or generated in-house 45 , then assembled into contigs in FPC 46 on the basis of shared HindIII fragments and individual clone marker content. Novel STSs were designed from sequences at the ends of each contig Figure 4 Alignments between duplicated chromosome 9 sequences using MultiPipMaker 50 , indicating percentage identity for each alignment. A genomic duplication event seems to have taken place with a 7,144-bp sequence (5,289,576-5,296,720 bp) and a 7,125-bp region (5,324,724-5,331,849 bp), duplicating the twoexon 5-kb relaxin (RLN) genes. The sequence homology across the duplication shows variation, with the region around the first exon and into the intron matching at 97%, whereas there is a marked decrease in similarity towards exon 2. In comparison, another recently duplicated gene pair, orosomucoid (ORM), duplicated within a 6,212-bp sequence (112,627,806-112,634,018 bp) and 6,220 bp (112,634,577-112,640,797 bp) show more homogeneous sequence alignment.
and used in further iterative walking experiments onto an increasing number of different libraries to generate new coverage across gaps. In cases where no bacterial clone coverage could be identified YAC and chromosome-specific cosmid libraries were screened. Extensive checks were performed on each clone before sequencing.
Methods used for shotgun sequencing, finishing strategies, comparative analysis and identification of ECRs, sequence annotation predications and SNP identification are as previously described 8 , and are available as Supplementary Methods.
Gene duplications
A database of manually annotated chromosome 9 genes and Ensembl genes from human (build 15.33, excluding genes from chromosome 9), mouse (build 15.2) and rat (build 15.2) was generated. Homologues of each chromosome 9 gene, excluding pseudogenes, were found using BLASTN 47 , and the genetic distance between the full extent of these sequences was determined 17 . Matches between a chromosome 9 gene and another human sequence were classed as probable recent duplications in cases where the synonymous genetic distance between the human sequences was less than the synonymous genetic distance between the human sequence and the closest mouse or rat sequence. In cases where there was no match to a rodent an arbitrary, synonymous genetic distance cut-off of 0.6 was applied. Likely duplications were disregarded where a substantial disagreement in the number of exons between genes existed or where a match sequence was annotated as a possible pseudogene.
Phylogenetic reconstruction of the relaxin sequences was performed using fastDNAml 48 . The likelihood ratio test of positive selection was performed following the method of ref. 19 using nested models M1 and M2.
SsahaSNP 49 was used to map chimpanzee reads (approximately 14 million) and call single base sequence differences against the human NCBI31 assembly. Those that mapped to chromosome 9 were remapped to the latest Sanger assembly.
Segmental duplication
Various methods have been proposed for the detection of segmental duplications in the human genome 22, 23 . Our method is based on that described by ref. 23 . WU-BLASTN 47 (http://blast.wustl.edu) was used to perform all searches.
To detect intrachromosomal duplications, the sequence of chromosome 9 (SANGER_10 assembly) was searched against itself, and 'self' matches (that is, occurring at the same position in the query and target) were discarded. Interchromosomal duplications were detected by searching the chromosome sequence against the nonchromsome-9 parts of the NCBI34 build of the human genome (http://www.ensembl.org/ Homo_sapiens/). 
